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Update 3.4.1.0 for ATLauncher has just been released. This includes initial support for Microsoft accounts for Minecraft. Note that you still need to own the Java edition of Minecraft and not the one in microsoft stores. While transfers have not yet started for existing Mojang accounts, new minecraft purchases are required to use a Microsoft
account. These new Microsoft accounts are now supported at ATLauncher, so you can continue to work even if you have one of the new Microsoft accounts. Please note that this is an initial application and if you notice any problems or something going wrong, please let us know about our dispute so we can fix them. October 31, 2020 Update 3.4.0.0 version 3.4.0.0 of ATLauncher has just been released which includes many bug fixes as well as some new features. The first is the new export/import feature that allows you to export your vanilla Minecraft with vanilla Minecraft fabric with fake modpacks that you create inside the launcher and create a zip file compatible
with CurseForge/Twitch. This then allows you to give the zip file a friend and allow them to import it to ATLauncher as if it were a CurseForge modpack. You can also take this zip file, and import it into the Twitch client or send it to CurseForge as a modpack. A second new feature is better support for multiple new topics and pages outside
the box. ATLauncher now has a new look, including a number of different themes. While the look and feel are very similar, they are now more rounded, modern and consistent, with extra attention to detail put in to make sure the screens are properly spread out. We finally accelerated the launcher so it loaded much faster when we opened
it after the first time. This means you can get to play even faster than before. If you find problems with these new features, or have sea feedback, please let us know on our Discord Server October 22, 2020 - New Microsoft account transfer today Mojang announced that Java Edition will require a Microsoft account link to use in the future.
This change is going to affect ATLauncher and most other third-party launchers for Minecraft. Our advice right now is that if you use ATLauncher or any launcher or other third-party program that requires login or authentication with Minecraft, that you do not transfer your account until the programs you use give the all clear that they
support Microsoft's new sign-in system when it is in place. August 8, 2019 - Help translate ATLauncher ATLauncher is written in English only, and through community translations, we are looking to increase the number of languages that ATLauncher has so that people can choose to use the launcher in their native language. All
translations and languages added to the launcher, which are not the basic English language, are all driven by the community, and everyone is free to contribute, You choose. If you would like to help with the translation effort, visit our Crowdin page. If you have any problems or questions, please let us know on our Discord server. Aug 7,
2019 - Update 3.3.1.0 - Servers and AtLauncher's Curse Modpacks version 3.3.1.0 has just released adding 2 new features. First there is now a Servers tab on the launcher. New servers that you create with the fan will now appear on the Servers tab, allowing you to start, back up, and delete servers. No more will you need to log on to
the folder manually and figure out how to start the server you created that is correct. While most people will probably want to run servers on another computer or host, this allows those who want fast, simple servers that run within minutes. The second feature is the ability to install curse modpacks within ATLauncher. While ATLauncher is,
and always will be about introducing community packages built on the platform, Curse is a great platform with lots of packages. Trying to ignore a curse is a futile task, So we've added the ability to install packages within ATLauncher.Simply Visit the Packages tab and click on the new Curse Add-ins package and have paste in curseForge
modpack url or zip file and ATLauncher will install the package for you as any other package on ATLauncher.There will be no interface to browse and install packages like there is for ATLauncher packages but this feature will allow users who want to simply install and play the strange package from cursing directly within ATLauncher ,
without the need for another dispatcher, if you find any problems with these new features, or you have sea feedback so, please let us know on our Discord server. -25% off with our promo code: GDL Our main focus is to provide a powerful launcher, but keeping the user interface clean and modern you will be able to browse and
download any modpack directly from the launcher! You can play vanilla, forge fabric directly from the launcher, without having to download anything else. You can easily download mods and keep them up to date and you do not need to have Java installed on your computer. We will automatically download the best java release to ensure
full compatibility if you like GDLauncher and consider becoming a patron to help it grow. Even a dollar can make a difference! Download for Windows Download for MacOs Download for Linux that's as easy as clicking Play. The tech transporter handles all the heavy lifting for you. You'll be playing your favorite modpack in minutes.
Discover the technical platform from the launcher. Find the most popular modpacks of the week and install them right then and there. Just like you're playing a brand new modpack! The new platform will keep you connected like never before. Up-to-date feeds of things you care about. Is the modpack update your favorite? Look no further
than your personal feed. Popularity sorting the old platforms was flawed. If Didn't arrive early, you'd never make the front page. It's over now. Popular packages soar to the top and dead packages drop to the bottom. Better soldering combination minus 504s, more connections. The solder combination has been cleared. Set up your own
solder installation and serve your custom modpack on a per-version basis while saving yourself tons of bandwidth in the process. It's as easy as pressing a game. The tech transporter handles all the heavy lifting for you. You'll be playing your favorite modpack in minutes. Discover the technical platform from the launcher. Find the most
popular modpacks of the week and install them right then and there. Just like you're playing a brand new modpack! The technical platform connects creators, artists and content organizers with the players. Packages you create automatically connect to your players to give you a direct link of communication about what you're doing with
your package. Players connect to what happens with the package they download and install automatically using a technical dispatcher. This is your place for creativity! The popularity of the platform sorts, ranks and places your modpacks in different categories according to different statistics. Nurture a group of players to propel your
content into the hands of others and build a community around your modpack. Better soldering combination minus 504s, more connections. The solder combination has been cleared. Set up your own solder installation and serve your custom modpack on a per-version basis while saving yourself tons of bandwidth in the process. Learn
more by clicking here. Here.
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